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Abstract
Procedural sedation outside the operating room is more and more common. The risk of adverse events increases in parallel
with the depth of sedation, therefore monitoring the level of consciousness through an objective method that accompanies
clinical evaluation increases the safety of the procedure. The aim of the study was to establish an objective method of
monitoring the level of consciousness in sedation and analgesia procedures. We performed a prospective, observational
study, conducted in the Anaesthesia and Intensive Care Clinic of the “Elias” Emergency University Hospital, Bucharest,
Romania, which included procedural sedation in the endoscopy laboratory. During the procedural sedation was registered:
the sedation level evaluated both clinically via the modified Wilson scale, as well as using response entropy (RE), state
entropy (SE), along with standard monitoring in procedural sedations. A statistically significant negative correlation was
obtained between the two parameters of entropy and the depth of sedation (r = -0.824, in the case of RE, and r = -0.804 in
case of SE). Response and state entropy values were statistically different between superficial (grades 1 and 2) and deep
sedation. Entropy correlates with the depth of sedation, allowing the differentiation between superficial sedation and deep
sedation. However, clear intervals of RE and SE could not be established for each degree of sedation.

Rezumat
Sedarea procedurală în afara camerei de operație este din ce în ce mai frecventă. Riscul evenimentelor adverse crește în
paralel cu profunzimea sedării, prin urmare monitorizarea nivelului de conștiență printr-o metodă obiectivă care însoțește
evaluarea clinică crește siguranța procedurii. Scopul studiului a fost de a stabili o metodă obiectivă de monitorizare a
nivelului de conștiență în procedurile de sedare și analgezie. Am efectuat un studiu prospectiv, observațional, efectuat în
clinica de anestezie și terapie intensivă a Spitalului Universitar de Urgență „Elias" din București, care a inclus sedarea
procedurală în laboratorul de endoscopie. În timpul sedării procedurale a fost înregistrat: nivelul de sedare evaluat atât clinic
prin scara modificată Wilson, cât și prin utilizarea entropiei de răspuns (RE), a entropiei de status (SE), împreună cu
monitorizarea standard în sedarea procedurală. O corelație negativă semnificativă statistic a fost obținută între cei doi
parametri ai entropiei și adâncimea sedării (r = -0,824, în cazul RE și r = -0,804 în cazul SE). Valorile răspunsului și ale
entropiei de stat au fost statistic diferite între superficial (clasele 1 și 2) și sedare profundă. Entropia se corelează cu
profunzimea sedării, permițând diferențierea dintre sedarea superficială și sedarea profundă. Cu toate acestea, intervalele
clare de RE și SE nu au putut fi stabilite pentru fiecare grad de sedare.
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Introduction

of brain activity monitoring tools remaining at the
discretion of the anaesthetist [3, 4]. The risk of
pulmonary complications (respiratory depression,
pulmonary aspiration) increases with the depth of
sedation [5, 6]. At the same time, an inadequate sedation
can cause physical and mental discomfort to the patient
leading to inability to perform the procedure. The most
studied brain observation tool, the Bispectral Index
Monitor (BIS), introduced by Aspect Medical Systems,
Inc. in 1994, the first quantitative EEG index, has not
proven to be effective in differentiating sedation [7].
The absence of muscle paralysis during procedural
sedation can be an explanation for failure, eye and
facial muscle movements leading to false positive
elevated BIS values [8].

Most of the gastrointestinal procedures are performed
under sedation, thus providing greater comfort for the
patient and increasing the success rate of procedures
[1, 2].
If with regard to cardiac and respiratory monitoring,
the European Society of Anaesthesiology (ESA,
www.esahq.org) and American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA, www.asahq.org) guides
offer clear recommendations, in terms of establishing
the level of consciousness it is suggested the continuous
clinical evaluation by the physician with sedation
scales (Observer's Assessment of Alertness/Sedation,
Ramsay scale or the Modified Wilson scale), the use
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Entropy (developed by Datex-Ohmeda, now part of
GE Healthcare), another method of cerebral monitoring
based on assessing the degree of irregularity and
complexity of EEG signals has proven its effectiveness
and efficiency in general anaesthesia, but there is very
little information in the literature about its use in
procedural sedations [9]. Unlike other brain monitoring
methods, entropy comprises two parameters: state
entropy (SE) that reflects cortical activity in the
temporal-parietal region of the head and is scaled in
0 - 90 interval and response entropy (RE), which in
addition takes into account the activity of the facial
muscles. The values of RE are situated in 0 - 100
interval [8]. This could be an advantage in monitoring
brain activity during procedural sedation.
The aim of the study was to correlate the depth of
sedation evaluated by the modified Wilson scale and
by entropy and to determine state and response entropy
interval ranges corresponding to sedation score.

To clinically determine the sedation degree modified
Wilson scale was used [11]. According to this scale 0
means that patient is awake and alert, 1 is when is
minimally sedated (tired/sleepy, appropriate response to
verbal conversation, and/or sound), 2 is when the
patient is moderately sedated (somnolent, easily
aroused wilt light tactile stimulation or simple verbal
command) 3 corresponds to Deeply sedated: deep
sleep, aroused only with significant physical stimulation
and 4 is unarousable.
The substance used in all procedural sedations was
propofol administered in boluses according to a
protocol with 0.5 mg/kg initially, than 0.5 mg/kg after 1
minute, 0.25mg/kg after another minute, 0.25mg/kg
after 2 minutes and finally 0.25 mg/kg boluses every 3
minutes until the end of the procedure.: The clinical
assessment of consciousness was performed every 2
minutes, and the entropy value, response entropy and
state entropy were noted immediately after the clinical
evaluation.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted with Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 22 version
for Windows (IBM, Armonk, NY, United States of
America). For quantitative variables, the extreme values
mean and standard deviation, in relation with sedation
stages, have been calculated. Qualitative data have
been analysed as frequency and percentage. For normal
distribution variables, ANOVA analyse has been used
in order to see media differences. 95% confidence
interval calculation has allowed establish media
difference significance. Bonferroni post hoc test has
been used to analyse two sedation stages difference.
For abnormal distribution variables Mann-Whitney
test was used. Statistical significance has been established
for p < 0.05 or < 0.01 (**). Normality condition was
determined with Shaphiro-Wilk test (p > 0.05). To
make a correlation between sedation stages and different
parameters, we used Spearmen correlation test and
Pearson correlation for continuous variables. We
measured entropy specificity and sensibility for
sedation level diagnosis and ROC curve graphical
representation.

Materials and Methods
Population and study design
The study conducted at Elias Emergency University
Hospital in Bucharest was monocentric, observational,
prospective, conducted over a two months period,
between January 2018 and March 2018, by having the
approval of the Hospital Ethical Committee. Twelve
patients aged 18 to 60 years old, programmed for upper
and/or lower digestive endoscopy, were included after
obtaining the informed consent. The score associated to
American Society of Anesthesiologist(ASA) physical
status classification was 1, 2 or 3. ASA 1 means that a
patient is healthy, ASA 2 refers to a patient with a mild
systemic disease, and ASA 3 includes patients with
severe systemic diseases that are not life threatening
[10]. The exclusion criteria were: interventional
endoscopy procedures, propofol allergy, neurological
diseases and administration of an anxiolytic or hypnotic
prior to the procedure. Patients were cardiovascular and
respiratory
monitored
according
to
ESA's
recommendations throughout the laboratory standby.
The ECG, heart rate, and peripheral oxygen saturation
were continuously recorded, and non-invasive blood
pressure was measured every 2 minutes. Continuous
oxygen therapy was administered via the nasal cannula
with a flow of 4 liters O2/minute. To determine the
entropy values, a 3-electrode sensor (GE Healthcare,
Helsinki, Finland) was placed on the forehead. The
interface used to report the RE and SE values, was a
Carescape B450 monitor (GE Healthcare, Helsinki,
Finland). During the pre-anesthetic exam, patients were
informed that during the procedure they had to respond
immediately to the questions asked by the physician. In
case of inability to speak (e.g., upper digestive
endoscopy), the patient had to lift the left thumb at the
doctor's indication.

Results and Discussion
We obtained 84 measurements in 12 patients (50%
women and 50% men) with a mean age of 49.5
years (min 38 years, max 59 years) and a median at
50 years, and an average weight of 83.9 kg (min 54 kg,
max 120 kg) and a median of 84 kg.
Throughout the procedure, regardless of the sedation
level, the patients were cardiovascular and respiratory
stable, with no major adverse event recorded (Table I).
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Table I
Description of the main monitoring parameters
No of Patients
Sedation degrees
Measurements
RE
SE
HR, bpm
SBP, mmHg
SpO2, %

12
0
1
2
3
4
12
10
27
23
12
Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M
97 100 98 90 100 95 48
98 88 38
98 73 30
67
55
Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M Min Max M
89
92 90 82
92 87 45
91 80 28
89 65 25
60
48
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
66
107
52
106
55
100
54
107
58
90
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
93
160
82
145
75
151
70
148
78
134
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
94
100
92
99
90
100
89
100
94
99

No, number; HR, heart rate; bmp, beat per minute; SBP, systolic blood pressure; mmHg, millimetre of mercury; SP02, peripheral capillary
oxygen saturation in percent; RE, response entropy; SE, state entropy; Min, minimum; Max, maximum; M, mean

Figure 1.
Correlation between Response (A) and State (D) entropy and level of consciousness according to the Modified
Wilson Scale; Response and State entropy values according to level of consciousness (B); ROC curve for SE and
RE in diagnosis of sedation level (C)
A statistically significant negative correlation was
obtained between the entropy response value and
the sedation depth (rs = -0.824, r2 = 0.56, p < 0001)
(Figure 1A). A similar result was obtained between

the state entropy value and the depth of sedation
(rs = -0.808, r2 = 0.54, p < 0001) (Figure 1D).
The RE and SE interval values corresponding to the
Wilson-modified sedation scale are presented in
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Table I and Figure 1B. Following the ANOVA
analysis, there were statistically significant differences
between the RE and SE averages depending on the
sedation degree. The RE and SE values corresponding
sedation degrees were significantly different (p <
0.001). The Post Hoc Bonferoni test for multiple
comparisons did not reveal statistically significant
differences between incipient or deep stages of sedation
(1 and 2 respectively 3 and 4). Significant differences
of RE and SE were obtained between the incipient
stage of sedation level 1 and 2 and the deep stage
represented by level 3 and 4 (p < 0.0001) (Tables II
and III). Analysing the ROC curve and the area

under the curve, for superficial sedation we obtained
for RE a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 82%,
with a confidence interval between 78 and 95 and for
SE was obtained a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity
of 91%, with a confidence interval between 77 and
94. For RE ≤ 74 was obtained a sensitivity of 80%
and a specificity of 81%, with a confidence interval
between 63 and 91.6 and for SE ≤ 82 was obtained
a sensitivity of 82.8% and a specificity of 89%,
with a confidence interval between 66.4 and 93.4
(Figure 1C).

Table II
Results of Post Hoc Bonferoni test for multiple comparisons with RE as dependent variable
(I) LS
1

2

3

(J) LS

Mean Difference (I-J)

Sig

2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4

5.77500
27.09333*
40.23333*
-5.77500
21.31833*
34.45833*
-27.09333*
-21.31833*
13.14000

0.167
0.000
0.000
0.167
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.199

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-8.3001
19.8501
12.5566
41.6301
22.0624
58.4042
-19.8501
8.3001
9.2651
33.3715
18.2058
50.7109
-41.6301
-12.5566
-33.3715
-9.2651
-3.5139
29.7939

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level; LS, level of sedation according to Modified Wilson scale; Sig, significance level

Table III
Result of Post Hoc Bonferoni test for multiple comparisons with SE as dependent variable
(I) LS
1

2

3

(J) LS

Mean Difference (I-J)

Sig.

2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4

7.16250
27.51333*
40.90833*
-7.16250
20.35083*
33.74583*
-27.51333*
-20.35083*
13.39500

0.312
0.000
0.000
0.312
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.281

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-8.2945
22.6195
11.5494
43.4772
20.9535
60.8632
-22.6195
8.2945
7.1143
33.5874
15.8977
51.5940
-43.4772
-11.5494
-33.5874
-7.1143
-4.8939
31.6839

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level; LS, level of sedation according with Modified Wilson scale; Sig, significance level

Since 2014, the number of procedural sedations has
reached about 36% of the total number of anaesthesia
and sedation [10]. As the increase in hypnosis is
associated with an increase in the number of
complications, both respiratory and cardio-circulatory,
it would be ideally to maintain the patient at a certain
degree of sedation, where the risks are as small as
possible and also to provide comfort to both patient
and physician who perform the medical procedure.
Taking into account that any clinical method of
assessing the level of consciousness is subjective,
the introduction of an objective method has been
attempted lately.
The EEG is a way of investigating the electrical
activity of the brain that has proven to be effective in

monitoring sedation, showing clear modifications
during sleep, sedation, and general anaesthesia [11].
Thus, the EEG represents a way of monitoring the
level of consciousness that can be used to complete the
clinical assessment. Currently there are 3 instruments
for monitoring the depth of anaesthesia using information
obtained from electroencephalogram analysis: Bispectral
Index (BIS), E-entropy and Narcotrend-Compact [12].
These are recommended for all patients receiving
total intravenous anaesthesia [13]. Although widely
used in general anaesthesia, their benefit in procedural
sedation and analgesia is controversial.
By studying BIS monitoring in continuous sedation, it
was concluded that there is a strong correlation between
the BIS value and the Ramsay Sedation Score (RSS),
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and that BIS allows for a more effective titration of
sedatives and hypnotics [14]. Studies have also shown
that the BIS value is low in what regards differentiation
of sedation degrees in procedural analgesia and sedation
[7, 15].
Unlike BIS that reflects brain activity through a single
parameter, entropy, a newer monitoring method,
uses in addition to electroencephalogram (EEG) also
frontal electromyography (FEMG) data, thus attempting
to eliminate the artifacts produced by facial muscles.
Entropy has proven useful in the evaluation of
hypnosis following administration of propofol,
sevoflurane and thiopental [16].
Comparative studies between BIS and entropy (state
entropy and response entropy) on sedation monitoring
have concluded that entropy monitoring is as safe as
BIS monitoring [17]. On the other hand, Haenggi M
and colleagues concluded that the BIS and entropy
values recorded in sedated patients cannot make the
difference between sedation degrees [18].
An ideal sedative assessment tool does not exist, over
time a series of subjective scores for the assessment
of sedation being implemented [19]. In this study
we used the modified Wilson Sedation Scale. This
is quick and easy to use, showing good reliability
between sedation intervals [20]. Smith and colleagues
assessed the performance of Sedation Grade Indicators,
suggesting a prediction probability (Pk) calculation
as an effective way to evaluate and compare the
effectiveness of deep sedation indicators [21].
The first data obtained in this study show that the
values of both entropy parameters are correlated with
the clinical evaluation, so the increase in Wilson's
sedation is accompanied by a decrease in RE and SE
values. This correlates with the data found in specialized
literature, Mahon and his team highlighting this in a
paper published in 2008 [22].
But the most important issue in procedural sedation
is to set a threshold between general anaesthesia
(level 4 according to the Wilson scale) and deep
sedation (grade 3), as the risk of lung complications
increases considerably in general anaesthesia [6].
The results obtained from Post Hoc Bonferoni tests
show that there can be no difference between deep
sedation (grade 3) and general anaesthesia (grade 4),
the mean difference being 13, p = 0.199, within the
Response entropy values, and for State entropy
difference being of 13, p = 0.2. Also, a clear
delimitation between superficial sedation (grade 1)
and moderate sedation (grade 2) cannot be made,
both for RE (mean difference = 5, p = 0.1) and for
SE (mean difference = 7, p = 0.3).
However, the difference between superficial sedation
(grade 1) and deep sedation (grade 3) can be made,
for RE values (the mean difference = 27, p < 0.001)
and for SE (the mean difference = 27, p < 0.001).
This is also supported by the data obtained by
analysing the sensitivity and specificity of RE and SE

in determining the sedation level, the RE threshold
value between superficial and deep sedation being
74 and for SE the optimal value was 82.
Kwon and his collaborators, in a study published in
2012, also attempted to assess, with the help of
entropy, the depth of sedation obtained with propofol.
The results were similar to those obtained in this
study. It should be noted that unlike this work in
which the clinical evaluation of consciousness was
done using the Wilson scale, the Kwon-led team
evaluated patients through the Observer's Assessment
of Alertness/sedation (OAA) [23].
The limitations of the study presented are the relatively
small number of patients and enrolled records.
Conclusions
In conclusion, in procedural sedations with propofol,
the reduction of SE and RE values correlates with the
depth of sedation (measured by Wilson scale). There
are also statistically significant differences between
the superficial stages of sedation (1, 2) and deep
stages (3, 4), entropy monitoring making a difference
between light and deep sedation. No intervals for
SE and RE could be established for each degree of
sedation (according to the Wilson scale). Both SE and
RE are electroencephalographic measurements that
have proven useful in monitoring general anaesthesia
and are also a useful method in monitoring the depth
of procedural sedation performed outside the operating
room.
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